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 What is Foamiran flower making foam?
FARAVARDEHAYE ESFANJ FOAM MIRAN CO with the brand name FOAMIRAN 
simply a contraction of “foam Iran” has started its production activity since 2000 
with registration number: 10100147292 as product name Foamiran F30.
If you are interested in the art of flower making or handicrafts, we suggest you Foam-
iran Flower Blender. Foamiran Flowering Foam Blender is used for training and making 
all kinds of decorative flowers, all kinds of decorative items and handicrafts. Foamiran 
floral foam sheets are produced in cartons with dimensions of 70×60 cm and thicknesses 
from 0.8 mm and 2 mm.
Also, it is possible to order Foamiran Flowering Blender sheets in raw and bulk form in dimen-
sions of 125 x 210 cm and thickness of 30 mm.
 Foamiran flower making foam colors
One of the most important features of flower-making foam is having a wide variety of colors of this 
product. Foamiran floral sheet has more than 42 diverse and attractive colors. These beautiful col-
ors include 22 main colors and 20 custom colors that you can order and buy according to your taste 
and needs. Also, these foams can be painted with natural colors. Foamiran flower-making foams are 
produced as a single color or a multi-colored harmony. To make all kinds of flowers in natural colors, you 
can use the various colors of foamiran flower making foam in the best way and make beautiful flowers with 
natural color and very long life.
 It’s possible to die-cut multiple flowers at a time
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 The quality and standard 
Due to its high quality level, Foamiran flower making foam is exported to more than 37 
countries in the world. Due to the fact that Foamiran company is a leader in the production 
of flower-making foams since 2000, in many Russian-speaking countries, flower making 
foam is called Foamiran.This popularity shows compliance with all the points and standards 
necessary for product production, as well as evaluation and quality control after production, so 
that a unique product with the highest level of standard is available to consumers.

Burgundy
162

Navy
158

Blackberry
Yogurt 

146

Gray
198

Tomato
133

Indigo
121

Dark Dark 
Green

182

Corel
138

Aquamarine
161

Antique White
102

Sea Green
120

Lavender
153

Yellow Green
119

Indian Red
140

Spring Green
180

Lime Green
118

Misty Rose
106

Dark salmon
143

Dark Slate Gray
188

Turquoise
159

 Special color chart

Not only does this save time when you have to cut out a lot of petals, it will compress 
the material and make it even thinner.
If you’re going to color your flowers, be sure to do so before you shape the petals. 
It’s much easier to add colour while they are still flat. Plus, the colors will blend more 
naturally as you sculpt the foam.
Heating is optional some subtle shaping effects can be achieved simply with the 
warmth of your hands or by using tools like those in our Paper Sculpting Kit.
Hot glue is the easiest way to assemble Foamiran flower petals, but other strong 
craft adhesives are equally effective.
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 General features of
 Foamiran flower making  foam
Foamiran flower making foams have a wonder-
ful shaping ability, they can be cut and shaped 
into different flower shapes, and by putting them 
together, you can create very beautiful flower bou-
quets. Styling these foams is very easy and does not 
require any special equipment, and they can be styled 
using the heat of an iron. These sheets are very strong 
and durable and can be easily cut with scissors. Another 
important feature of flower blender foam is that they can 
be washed. Washing the flower blender foam with water is 
easily possible and does not require the use of detergents. 
Foamiran flower making foam Factory in Iran
Flowering foam sheets are produced from high-quality and hy-
gienic raw materials in the large and well-equipped Foamiran fac-
tory according to special formulas that are continuously revised by 
the experts of the research and development department.
This product is prepared and produced with the latest and most ad-
vanced foam production and cutting machines. After the production, 
the product is re-evaluated by the quality control unit, so that the sheet 
provided is in the best shape. All Foamiran products have health certifi-
cates and standard certificates.

 Standard color chart

VIOLET
157

DARK YELLOW
122

Dark REd
136

DARK PINK
148

LEMON
114

LIGHT PINK
142

DARK 
BROWN

191

YELLOW
112

PEACH
108

OLIVE
173

BLACk
195

WHITE
101

LIGHT 
BROWN

193

LIGHT RED
135

BLUE
165

DARK GREEN
179

LIGHT GREEN
171

IVORY
105

ORANGE
125

DARK BLUE
167

Light Lemon
107

LILAC
154
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 Features of Foamiran F30
 The specialized features of Foamiran flower making foam

 Washable with water

 Compatible with all types of skin

 Heat resistant

 Resistant to water infiltration

 Without allergenic substances

 Flexible and malleable

 Resistant to detergents

 Health certificate

 Hardness level according to the application

 The possibility of customization with color

 Desired thickness and size

The use of Foamiran flower making foam
 Making all kinds of bouquets, bridal crowns, wedding flowers, decorating the bride’s car

 Making attractive accessories for girls such as head flowers, hair buns, bracelets and crowns

 Making all kinds of decorative flowers, giant foam flowers and lampshade flowers

 Making all kinds of crafts and foam teaching aids in kindergartens, elementary schools, edu-
cational centers, workshops and art schools.

 Arrangement of ceremony stands, interior decoration of prestigious stores, stylish hotel lob-
bies, masons and exhibition stands

 Constructive materials used by teachers and trainers to cut and make English alphabet let-
ters, numbers and geometric shapes and animals in line with educational goals.
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 DISCLAIMER
To the best of our knowledge and belief, the information contained herein is 

accurate. However, since the Conditions of handling and use are beyond our 
control, we make no guarantee of results and assume no liability for damag-

es incurred by the use of this material. All materials may present unknown 
health hazards and should be used with caution. Although certain hazards 

are described herein, we cannot guarantee that these are the only hazards 
that exist. The final determination of the suitability of this material is the sole 

responsibility of the user. No representations or warranties, either expressed 
or implied, of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or any other 

nature is made hereafter concerning the information contained herein or the 
material to which the information refers. It is the responsibility of the user 

to comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations.

+ 982133997722

foamiran.com

trade@foamiran.com

We are Foamiran


